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Large-scale, complex emergent systems demand extended development life cycles. Unfortunately, the inescapable introduction
of change over that period of time often has a detrimental impact on quality, and tends to increase associated development
costs. In this article, we describe a capability-based approach to evolving change-tolerant systems; that is, systems whose entities (or capabilities) are highly cohesive, minimally coupled, and exhibit balanced levels of abstraction.

he widespread advancements in technology have encouraged the demand
for large-scale problem solving. This has
resulted in substantial investments of
time, money, and other resources for complex engineering projects such as hybrid
communication systems, state-of-the-art
defense systems, and technologically
advanced aeronautics systems. Unfortunately, the expenditures are belied by the
failure of such systems. Plagued by evolving needs, volatile requirements, market
vagaries, technology obsolescence, and
other factors of change, a large number of
projects are prematurely abandoned or are
catastrophic failures [1, 2, 3]. The inherent
complexity of these systems, compounded
by their lengthy development cycles, is further exacerbated by utilizing development
methods that are hostile to change.
Moreover, this complexity often results in
emergent behavior [4] that is unexpected.
For example, the introduction of a new
functionality in the system can result in
unanticipated interactions with other existing components that can be detrimental to
the overall system functionality.
More recently, techniques such as the
performance-based specifications (PBSs)
[5, 6] and capability-based acquisition
(CBA) [7] are being utilized to mitigate
change in large-scale systems. PBSs are
requirements describing the outcome
expected of a system from a high-level
perspective. The less detailed nature of
these specifications provides latitude for
incorporating appropriate design techniques and new technologies. Similarly,
CBA is expected to accommodate change
and produce systems with relevant capability and current technology. It does so by
both delaying requirement specifications
in the software development cycle and
allowing time for a promising technology
to mature so that it can be integrated into
the software system. However, the PBS
and CBA approaches lack a scientific procedure for deriving system specifications
from an initial set of user needs. More-
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over, they neglect to define the level of
abstraction at which a specification or a
capability is to be described. Thus, these
approaches propose solutions that are not
definitive, comprehensive, or mature
enough to accommodate change or benefit the development process for complex
emergent systems.
In order to function acceptably over
time, complex emergent systems must
accommodate the effect of dynamic factors—such as varying stakeholder expec-

“... changes can be
achieved with minimum
impact if systems are
architected using
aggregates that are
embedded with
change-tolerant
characteristics.”

tations, changing user needs, advancing
technology, scheduling constraints, and
market demands—during their lengthy
development periods. We conjecture that
these changes can be achieved with minimum impact if systems are architected
using aggregates that are embedded with
change-tolerant characteristics. Such aggregates are defined as capabilities.
Capabilities are functional abstractions
that populate the space between needs and
requirements. As such, they (a) are more
rigorously defined than user needs, (b)
retain crucial context information inherent to the problem space, but at the same
time (c) avoid solution specification commitments ascribed to requirements.
Capabilities are constructed so that they
exhibit high cohesion, low coupling, and

balanced abstraction levels. The property
of high cohesion helps localize the impact
of change to within a capability. Also, the
ripple effect of change is less likely to
propagate beyond the affected capability
because of its reduced coupling with
neighboring capabilities [8]. The balanced
level of abstraction assists in understanding the embedded functionality in terms
of its most relevant details [9]. Additionally, we observe that the abstraction level
is related to the size of a capability; the
higher the abstraction level, the greater the
size of a capability [10]. From a software
engineering perspective, abstractions with
a smaller size are more desirable for implementation.
Capabilities are generated using a
capabilities engineering (CE) process.
Specifically, this approach employs a
unique algorithm and a set of welldefined metric computations that exploit
the principles of decomposition, abstraction, and modularity to identify functional
aggregates (i.e., capabilities). Such capabilities embody the desirable software engineering attributes of high cohesion, low
coupling and balanced abstraction levels.
Change-tolerance is achieved through the
embodiment of such attributes. The integration of the CE process with existing
development paradigms, and the exploitation of enhanced traceability that accompanies it, are expected to reveal more
effective methods for designing, building,
and maintaining software for real-world
systems. This results in a capability-based
system specification that is change-tolerant, permitting a just-in-time specification
of requirements, and an incremental
development cycle that can span long
periods of time.

The CE Process

The problem of changing requirements,
especially in developing large complex systems, is well established [11]. Software
development processes that are illequipped to accommodate change are priOctober 2008
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marily afflicted with requirements volatility [12]. This phenomenon is known to
increase the defect density and affect project performance resulting in schedule and
cost overruns [2, 13]. Traditional requirements engineering (RE) strives to manage
volatility by baselining requirements.
However, the dynamics of user needs and
technology advancements during the
extended development periods of complex emergent systems discourage fixed
requirements.
Our approach, the CE process, builds
change-tolerant systems on the basis of
optimal sets of capabilities. Figure 1 illustrates the two major phases of the CE
process. Phase I identifies sets of capabilities based on the values of cohesion, coupling, and abstraction levels. Phase II, a
part of our ongoing research, further optimizes these initial sets of capabilities to
accommodate schedule constraints and
technology advancements. The CE process is discussed further in the following
section.
The capabilities identification algorithm (also described in the following section) employs measures of cohesion, coupling, and abstraction to identify candidate
sets of capabilities that necessarily and
sufficiently embody the desired system
functionality. Once identified, they can be
further optimized to suit schedule and/or
technology constraints; but because capabilities are formulated from user needs,
our efforts required focus on needs analysis, a phase prior to requirements specification. At this point, we consider only the
functional aspects of a system.
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Figure 1: The CE Process
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Figure 2: Example FD Graph G = (V,E)
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node, its cohesion value is directly proportional to how important its children nodes
are to achieving its defined functionality.
Coupling, on the other hand, is a pair-wise
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pair-wise nodes are computed using the
FD graph G, and these measures are
Table 1: Relevance Values
described next.
functionality of the child is a proper sub- indegree greater than 1 represents a func- • Cohesion. The cohesion of a node is
set of the parent’s functionality. Only tionality common to all its parent nodes.
computed as an average of the releinternal (non-leaf) nodes with an outde- The FD graph utilizes these definitions to
vance values of the participating direcgree of at least 2 can have valid decompo- provide a structured top-down representatives. The relevance values are assigned
sition edges with their children. The tion of system functionality, thereby facilbased on the values listed in Table 1.
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1
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Step 3: Identifying the Candidate Set
of Slices
Recall that slices are sets of nodes that
necessarily and sufficiently cover all directives identified in the FD graph.
Moreover, no slice contains the mission
node (M). We compute all possible slices
and then rank them. The first ranking
(high to low) is based on the average cohesion of each slice’s constituent nodes; the
second ranking (low to high) is based on
the average coupling of each slice’s constituent nodes. The top 10 slices (an arbitrary count) common to both sets are then
October 2008
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chosen to form the pruned candidate set
and represent those slices that have the
highest average cohesion and lowest average coupling.
Step 4: Computing Balanced
Abstraction Levels
In the next step, we individually examine
each of the 10 slices with the objective of
iteratively decomposing constituent nodes
to achieve a balanced level of implementation abstraction. The decomposition
process consists of replacing a parent
node with its children nodes. We observe
that as nodes are decomposed the abstraction level becomes lower—that is, the
node sizes decrease but the coupling values increase (size is the number of directives associated with an interior node). We
strive to identify nodes of reduced sizes in
line with the principles of modularization,
but only if the increase in coupling is
acceptable. There are two possible scenarios when attempting to lower the abstraction level of a node: The replacement
(children) nodes have lower-level common
functionality, or they have no common
functionality. Referring again to the FD
Graph in Figure 2, suppose that one of
the candidate slices is {n1, n4, n5}.
• Common Functionality. Assume
that the size of n1 is too large, and
hence, we attempt to reduce its
abstraction level to its children, viz. n2
and n3, which are of a relatively smaller size. We observe, however, that
these nodes share a common functionality represented by n7. This implies
that one of the links, (n2, n7) or (n3,
n7), needs to be broken in order to
implement n7 as a part of a single-parent capability. Let (n2, n7) be broken,
and n7 be implemented as a part of n3.
Consequently, capabilities n2 and n3 are
content-coupled [16] because n2 may
attempt to manipulate the n7 part
embodied in n3. Thus, lowering the
abstraction level of n1 results in capabilities of decreased sizes, but with
increased coupling.
• No Common Functionality. Now we
consider the reduction of n4 to smallersized nodes, n9 and n10. Note that the
proposed reduction has no commonalities. We observe that there is a marginal
increase in coupling, but that nodes n9
and n10 are of smaller sizes when compared to n4. Thus, we choose n9 and n10
over their parent n4. We are willing to
accommodate this negligible increase in
coupling for the convenience of
increased modularity, a decision based,
in part, on subjective evaluation.
Hence, we iteratively compute the
October 2008

appropriate abstraction level for each node
in the set of slices identified in Step 3, and
perform the appropriate decomposition
substitutions. Because the nodes selected
for abstraction balancing are in the set of
slices resulting from Step 3, they also
exhibit high cohesion and low coupling.

sis that the number of impacted classes in
the CE-based design is significantly less
than that of the RE-based design is true.
This result is in agreement with our
research claim that the change-tolerance of
a system improves with the use of a design
based on capabilities.

Step 5: Selecting the “Optimal” Set
of Capabilities
As the final step, we re-compute the average coupling and cohesion values for each
of the 10 slices. The slice having the best balance between high cohesion and low coupling is
selected as the set of capabilities for the system.

Summary

A Validation of the Current
Work

We empirically tested the hypothesis that a
system design based on capabilities is more
change-tolerant than a design generated
from the traditional RE approach. More
specifically, we examined the impact of
changing needs on the RE- and CE-based
designs of a course evaluation system [17].
The original high-level design of this system is based on an RE approach and is
termed RE-based design. The CE-based
design was constructed using a capabilities
approach for the system. To determine the
optimal capability set, we constructed an
FD graph and then applied the algorithm
described earlier. This resulted in a total of
1,495 slices, from which the slice containing the set of nodes exhibiting the highest
average cohesion, lowest average coupling,
and a balanced abstraction level was selected as the desired capabilities of the course
evaluation system. The CE-based design
was constructed based on the chosen capability set.
The RE- and CE-based designs were
then subjected to various changes in needs.
In particular, we examined the impact of
six different needs’ changes on the course
evaluation system. An example of a need
change is, “The users need information
about the handicapped-accessible facilities
for courses taught in Room X.” We propagated each change on the RE- and CEbased designs and recorded the number of
affected classes. We performed the
Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test, the non-parametric alternative to the paired t-test, which
results in a P-value of 0.018. The P-value
indicates the probability that the population medians of the number of affected
classes in the RE- and CE-based designs
are different because of chance. The very
small P-value compels us to reject the null
hypothesis that the change-tolerance of the
system is indifferent to either the RE or the
CE approach. Thus, the alternate hypothe-

The current and proposed work addresses
several issues associated with the design,
evolution, and emergent behavior of
large-scale, real-world software systems.
As stated in this article, CE provides a
first-level architectural decomposition of
the software system. Modularity and reasoned aggregation are cornerstones for
identifying change-tolerant functional
units. The underlying algorithm, employing metric-based computations, extends
needs analysis to produce sets of capabilities enumerating multiple composition
choices and, at the same time, indicates
the advantages/disadvantages of selecting
one set over the other. The use of capabilities also permits the delayed commitment of needs to requirements which, in
turn, support the integration of new technology throughout the (extended) software development effort. Moreover, because capabilities are designed to be loosely coupled, they facilitate emergent behavior through the addition/deletion of functionality as new operational conditions
and constraints evolve. Finally, we expect
capabilities to support earlier architectural
analysis, leading to the design of systems
that better accommodate non-functional
requirements like performance, security,
and reliability.◆
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